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applications and examples
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Entertainment
Movie based VR

Entertainement: Movie based
“3D” movies, Multi sense system, CG3D and stereo movies,
Famous VR movies

“3D” movies
‐ Stereoscopic 3‐D cinema
and wide‐screen systems
‐ Hollywood starting from
early 1950's

Entertainment
Movie based VR

Entertainment
Movie based VR

Multi sense system

“3D” movies
Cinerama – 1952
Best‐known of these
technologies
Purpose: expand movie‐
going experience by
filling a larger portion of
audience's visual field

Wrapping around
audience's peripheral
visual field
Multi‐camera system

Principle: Three cameras,
shooting from slightly
different angles, used to
film each scene in
Cinerama movie
/!\Too costly to be
embraced by theatres
No interaction => not VR

Principle

Sensorama – 1962
Simulation of sensory
experiences
A motorcycle ride
combining:
‐ stereo movie
‐ stereo sound
‐ wind
‐ aromas!
Special seat and binocular
showing California
landscapes and Brooklyn
streets

Principle

Multiple involved senses
but very poor integraction
=> not really VR
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Entertainment
Movie based VR

Entertainment
Movie based VR

Multi sense system

CG3D and stereo movies

Aspen Movie Map – 1978

A breakthrough with
“TRON” (non‐stereo)

Developed by group of
researchers including
Andrew Lippman and
Scott Fisher –MIT

2011: stereo version

‐ Movie & interaction via
screen touch
Showed video images of
Aspen, Colorado, USA
Visitors could navigate by
indicating their choices
on touch‐sensitive
display screen
Possible interaction but
poor immersion => not
really VR

Scott Fisher

Entertainment
Movie based VR

Entertainment
Movie based VR

CG3D and stereo movies

Famous movies related
to VR and AR

Also a technological
breakthrough in the
domain by using
advanced motion capture

In terms of content

‐ /!\ to “Avatar” 

1982 CG renderings

TRON, 2011

Principle

Andrew Lippman
EPFL PhD

TRON, 1982

1999

2003

2003

/!\ difference between
movies related to VR in
terms of content and in
terms of technology for
immersion

2002

2010

1992
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Entertainment
Video‐games

Entertainement: Video‐games
Arcade games, MMO, MMORPG, MMOFPS, MMORTS, 3D social‐
network, Future based MMO, Coming soon, Physical interaction

Arcade games
Video games and
especially MMO
=> Area driving
development of VR
technology
Biggest limitation:
remaining low volumes
Mass production required
Another alternative:
development of
"Virtual Worlds"

Entertainment
Video‐games

Entertainment
Video‐games

MMO

MMORPG

“MMO” stands for Massive
multiplayer online
(games or applications)

“MMORPG” =>
Massively Multiplayer
Online Role‐playing
Game

Played on the Internet
with at least one
persistent world
At least hundreds of
players simultaneously

Massively Multiplayer Online

Heroic fantasy MMO
Real‐Time Strategy
First Person Shooter

One of the “best free”
MMORPG
Lord of the Ring Online

E.g. of multiplayer arcade games:
Atlantis Cyberspace

http://www.lotro.com/
Lord of the Rings Online
Free MMORPG http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JztbiHaaMUY
http://www.lotro.com/

Highly addictive games
Console Game
Complexity of development
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Entertainment
Video‐games

Entertainment
Video‐games

MMORPG

MMOFPS

Many other examples

“FPS” => first person
shooter
Often team‐based combat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_MMORPGs

Add elements typically
found in RPGs, such as
experience points
Emphasize player skill
more than player
statistics

Entertainment
Video‐games

Entertainment
Video‐games

MMORTS

3D social‐network

“RTS” => real time strategy

“Are MMOs Becoming
Anti‐social?”

Players often assume the
role of a any type of
figurehead leading an
army into battle while
maintaining the
resources needed for
such warfare

Involving social skills
and non‐verbal
communication
=> Will be detailed in
another course

E.g. Savage 2: MMO that features
action FPS combat for some players
and RTS command controls for the
commander players of each team

The most famous:
Second Life (2003)
‐‐now almost dead!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OTjANCXS6A
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Entertainment
Video‐games

Entertainment
Video‐games

Future based MMO

Coming soon

Involving starships,
planets…

Dust 514
MMO hybrid of type FPS

Strategy & commercial
oriented games

Connected to Eve Online
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oq2oxt7Nrxo

E.g.: Eve Online

Important VR concept
=> Welcome to the new
world(s)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzVjggarRns

Concept art characters

Entertainment
Video‐games

Physical interaction

Virtual pétanque, Virtual golf, Virtual football, Parachute jumping

Kinect Game with
‐ head Tracking
‐ stereoscopic 3D
‐ real‐time reconstruction
Many new applications
coming soon with this
camera

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZu8rn71doc

=> the avatar follows
player’s movements
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Education
Sport training
Pétanque

Education
Sport training
Pétanque

Virtual Pétanque

Golf simulation

In VRlab

Similar to pétanque

Semi immersive
environment: Large
Projection Screen
With 3D animations and
sound
‐ Gesture recognition:
grasp and throw balls
‐ Physics simulation:
parabolic trajectory of
balls and rigid‐body
dynamics

Education
Sport training
Football

Education
Sport training
Parachute

Football

Parachute jumping

Faculty of sport science
of Marseille, FR

Skills with the parachute
jump simulator

Full immersive
environment: four
projection screens (of
3x4 m)
Virtual human
development with
motion capture of
professional soccer
player from Olympic de
Marseille
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Entertainment
Exploring

Exploring, To avoid pain

Exploring far places
Because it is too far
Google earth can help

Entertainment
Exploring

Entertainment
To avoid pain

Exploring unreachable
places

Patient's attention is
taken up

Because it is really too far!

Important note:
VR tools not applied for
reeducation but for
entertainment here
Medical staff
performing tasks
that generates fear
and/or pain

Should be presented in
more details in the
laboratory CAVE

VR can help
young
patients
going to the
dentist

VR games for young
burn patients

For kids
Can we still consider
that as
«entertainment»?
Young patient diverts his attention away
from a painful medical treatment
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Entertainment
To avoid pain
History, Development, Simultaneous aspects, Entertainment example,
Fighter pilot, Update rates, Short lag times, Costs, What to simulate,
Helicopter simulator

Patient's attention is
taken up
Intensive pain
Adult patient too
Treatment for Burn Pain at U.W.
Harborview Burn Center
Lonnie 39‐year‐old, who
suffered third‐degree burns,
soaks in a tub of water and
wears a RV headset that shows
him pictures of winter scenes
while his bandages are changed.
Water‐friendly VR helmet during
wound care in the hydrotub (HIT lab)

Training
Flight simulators

Training
Flight simulators

History

Development

Student pilots learned
how to manoeuvre
airplanes by:

Very significant
contributions to
development of VR

‐manipulating controls in
specially built airplane
cockpits

Much of technology
needed for VR
developed for US Army

‐removed from airplanes
themselves

US navy VR Flight Simulator

‐mounted on movable
platforms that tilted and
rolled based on pilot's
actions on controls
Can be considered as the
first main step
towards RV

First Link Simulator, 1929
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Training
Flight simulators

Training
Flight simulators

Simultaneous aspects

Entertainment example

Many aspects to take into
account
simultaneously

Fighter pilots battle each
other

Graphics includes
‐Friend /foe identification

Magic Edge

Multi‐screens flights simulators

Fully rendered virtual
landscape
Magic Edge

‐Targeting information
‐Threat information, e.g.
based missile sites
‐Optimal flight path
information
‐Large angle view =>
multi‐screens

Training
Flight simulators

Training
Flight simulators

Fighter pilot

Update rates

Operating under
extremely high stress
levels

Very fast tracking and
redisplay
Preferably 60 frames per
second (fps)

Both cognitive and
physical

At the very least 25 fps

Has to assimilate and
process masses of data

/!\ relative notion of real‐
time

BOEING
Commercial aviation
Stewart
platform

=> anyway, fps has to be
constant

Warrior hall of
the U.S. Army
Flight School
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Training
Flight simulators

Training
Flight simulators

Short lag times

Costs

=> no noticeable delay
between movement and
production of correct
visuals

Professional flight
simulators remains
very expensive (tens of
millions)
For VR, we must achieve
similar fidelity at a tiny
fraction of the cost

Secondary visual cues
=> shadows and textures
=> motion and force
feedback

Cost issues discussed later,
see CAVE example

Relationship between level of experience and
simulator fidelity

Battlefield Highly Immersive Environment within the US
Army Aviation and Missile Research Development

Training
Flight simulators

Training
Flight simulators

What to simulate

Helicopter simulator

Real cockpits with their
instruments, joysticks,
levers, switches, buttons,
etc.
Each instrument possess
individual mechanical
characteristics
Pilots constrained to
floor‐mounted chairs,
and during take‐off and
landing scenarios,
restrained by seat belts

High‐resolution images
for the full‐mission
simulators

Apache trainers (US)
French &
German army
CEV’s Tiger
helicopter
simulators

SGI simulator

“ridiculous” to build all
instruments and chairs in
virtual world

Stewart
platform
Virtual take off simulator
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Training
Light vehicles
Car simulation

Ergonomics

Ergonomics, Security, Interior designs, Learning how to drive,
Heavy vehicles

Designing driver’s front
board => tricky optical
problem
Simulating in real‐time
complex light effect
possible with high
fidelity

Controlling headlights

Dazzling simulation

Renault® simulations

New car: size 1:1 car mock‐
up, probably the most
expensive aspect

/!\ Remains valid only for
few materials
Headlights effect on fog

Security

Interior designs

‐ Improving vehicle safety
‐ 3D collision simulations
are possible
‐ Still difficult to simulate
‐ Almost impossible to
guarantee

With moving obstacles

Training
Light vehicles
Car simulation

With fixed obstacles

Training
Light vehicles
Car simulation

Simulating side impacts

PSA Peugeot Citroën

Art/fashion design and
electronic design –
especially cables—
issues
=> Peugeot and A380
examples

Simulating frontal impacts
Seat belt sim.

Airbag sim.
Simulating a car crash
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Training
Light vehicles
Car simulation

Training
Light vehicles
Car simulation

Learning how to drive

Learning how to drive

a. Experiencing a
simulation

b. Learning how to drive
on a specific model

=> Only a chair

=> A chair, a gear, a
steering wheel

Ford, Detroit
http://www.g4tv.com/videos/47273/virtual‐reality‐car‐tech‐at‐ford/?quality=hd

Training
Light vehicles
Car simulation

Training
Heavy vehicles

Learning how to drive

a. Tank simulation

c. Learning how to drive
on any model

Another military
simulation

=> A virtual chair, gear,
and steering wheel
With Haptic Feedback
=> Presence
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Training
Heavy vehicles

b. Shipping simulation

(see part 2)

Major issues:
‐ Extremely difficult to
conduct
=> special training
‐ Expensive and
dangerous load
=> security
e.g. use of
augmented
“virtuality”?
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